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Introduction
In the last decade, we have seen an unprecedented explosion of textual information through the use of Internet, digital library and information retrieval system. It is estimated that by the year 2002 the National Service Provider backbone will have an estimated traffic around 27,645 Gbps and that the growth will continue to be 100% every year [12] . The text data competes for 45% of the total Internet traffic but no lossless compression standard for text has yet been proposed [ 121. A number of sophisticated algorithms have been proposed for lossless text compression of which Burrows Wheeler Transform (BWT) [3] and Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) [ 151 outperform the classical algorithms like Hufhan, arithmetic and LZ families of Gzip and Unix-compress [20] . BWT sorts lexicographically the cyclic rotations of a block of data generating a list of every character and its arbitrarily long forward context. The sequence of characters at the last column of this block is then compressed using a scheme called move to front (MTF) [3] . PPM compresses a sequence of symbols by predicting probabilities from preceding symbols. The preceding symbols considered in predicting these probabilities make up the context and the length of this context is called the order of PPM [15] . PPMD is a variant of PPM which computes escape probability as (u/2)/n, where U is the number of unique token seen so far, and n is the number of token seen so far [l 11. BWT has proved to be the most efficient and a number of efforts have been made to improve its efficiency [ 1, 2, 5, 18] . PPM gives better compression ratio than that of BWT but is very slow. Efforts have also been made to improve PPM [6, 7, 17, 19] .
In this paper, we propose a new text transformation technique, called Length Index Preserving Transform (LIPT) that makes the text better compressible by most of the above methods. Our philosophy of compression is to transform the text into some intermediate form which can be compressed with better efficiency and which exploits the natural redundancy of the language in making this transformation. LIPT encoding scheme makes use of recurrence of same length of words in the English language to create context in the transformed text that the entropy coders can exploit. LIPT uses letters of the alphabet to denote lengths of the words. Hence these letters will be repeated again and again in the transformed text resulting in better context. In addition to this, LIPT also uses the letters of the alphabet to denote the offset within a block of words in the English dictionary having the same length. This serves to induce additional context in the transformed text. To support our point of repetition of length of words in English text we gathered word frequency data according to lengths for the Calgary, Canterbury [4], and Gutenberg Corpus [lo] . A plot showing the total word frequency versus the word length results for all the text files in our test corpus (combined) is shown in Figure 1 . It can be seen from Figure 1 that the maximum number of words has length 3. Most words lie in the range of word length 2 to 9 after which the word frequency becomes negligible for higher word lengths. These results further strengthened our motivation to base our search for better context on word length information. [6, 7, 17, 19] . This comes at the expense of some storage overhead whose amortized cost is shown to be negligible. The overhead is due to sharing of a dictionary that every receiver of the compressed text must download from the sender only once, of approximately 0.5M bytes . LIPT also achieves pre-compression i.e. compression before the actual compression stage. This reduced file size with enough context results in better compression performance by the compressor and hence a smaller encoded file. This smaller file takes less transmission time. This gain in transmission time somewhat compensates for the time taken in transforming the text.
Huffman compression method also needs sharing of the same static dictionary at both the sender and receiver end, as does our method. Canonical Huffman [20] method assigns variable length addresses to data using bits and LIPT assigns variable length offset in each length block using letters of alphabet. Due to these similarities we compare the word-based Huffman with LIPT (we used Bzip2 as the compressor). We show that Bzip2 with LIPT outperforms word-based Huffman for text files. We give an explanation of why LIPT improves the performance of context-based compressors. We also present comparison of compression and decompression times for LIPT and other compression methods and briefly give measurement for typical transmission time improvements over the Internet.
Length Index Preserving Transform (LIPT)
The word length and word frequency results, mentioned in Section 1 of this paper, confirmed and provided a firm basis to build context in the transformed less than 10,000, our scheme covers all English words in our dictionary and leaves enough room for future expansion. We have used an English language dictionary that has about 60,000 words and takes about 0.5 Mbytes in uncompressed form. This dictionary needs to be the same at the compression and decompression ends. If the ''*.,?
.
word in the input text is not in the English dictionary (viz. a new word in the lexicon) it will be passed to the transformed text unaltered. The transform must also be able to handle special characters, punctuation marks and capitalization. The character '*' is used to denote the beginning of an encoded word. The character '-' at the end of an encoded word denotes that the first letter of the input text word is capitalized.
The character '" denotes that all the alphabets in the input word are capitalized. A capitalization mask, preceded by the character '"', is placed at the end of encoded word to denote capitalization of alphabets other than the first letter and all capital letters. The character '\' is used as escape character for encoding the occurrences of '*', '-', '", '"', and '\' in the input text.
The decoding process can be described as follows:
The transformed words have '*', then alphabet denoting the original word length, succeeded by the respective word length block offset, and an optional capitalization mask at the end. This sequence is used in decoding at the receiver end. The length block indicator is picked up from the character after '*' which is then used to access the respective length block in the dictionary D. The characters after the length character in the transformed word give the offset from the start of the length block. Thus the pointer is directly moved to the respective position pointed by the offset in the respective length block in the dictionary D and the word found at this position is the needed decoding for the transformed word. For instance, the transformed word "*jaba" denotes an original word of length 10 as the alphabet 'j' after '*' denotes 10. The three alphabets after 'j' give the offset 1+52+52*52+52+1= 2809. Hence the 2809'h word in the block of length 10 in the original dictionary D is looked up and replaces the transformed word "*jaba". If there is a capitalization mask at the end of the transformed word then it is applied to the decoded word. For instance if there is '-' at the end like "*jaba-" then the initial letter of the decoded word is capitalized. The words without '*'
in front of them are non-transformed words and hence are written to decoded file as it is without any decoding. The escape character '\' is stripped from the special characters on decoding. The process of encoding and decoding can be can be summarized as follows. We assume that both the compressor and decompressor have access to common dictionaries D and the corresponding DI,,p1 Encoding steps 1. The words in the input text are searched in the Dictionary D using a two level index search method.
(See Section 6).
2.
If the input text word is found in the dictionary D, its position and block number (i and j of Dibp are noted and the corresponding transformation at the same position and length block in DLIP7. is looked up. This transformation is then the encoding for the respective input word. If the input word is not found in dictionary D then it is transferred as it is.
3. Once all the input text has been transformed according to above steps 1 and 2, the transformed text is then fed to a compressor (e.g. Bzip2, PPM etc.).
The received encoded text is first decoded using the same compressor as was used at the sending end and the transformed LIPT text is recovered.
2. Then reverse transformation is applied on this decompressed transformed text. The words with '*' represent transformed words and those without '*'
represent non-transformed words and do not need any reverse transformation. The length character in the transformed words gives the length block and the next three characters give the offset in the respective block and then there might be a capitalization mask. The words are looked up in the original dictionary D in the respective length block and at the respective position in that block as given by the offset characters. The transformed words are replaced with the respective English dictionary D words. The capitalization mask is applied.
Decoding steps 1.
3.
Experimental results
In this section we focus our attention to comparing the performance of LIPT using Bzip2 -9, PPMD (order 5) and Gzip -9 as the backend algorithms. Our measurements have compression results in terms of average BPC (bits per characters) as given in the Table 1 , 2, and 3 given on succeeding pages. Note these results include some amount of pre-compression because the size of the LIPT text is smaller than the size of the original text file. By average BPC we mean the un-weighted average (simply taking the average of the BPC of all files) over the entire text corpus. The BPC figures are rounded off to two decimal places and the percentage improvement factors are calculated using actual figures, not rounded BPC values. Data in Table 1 ,2 and 3 show the average BPC for the three corpuses separately. Combining the three corpuses and taking the average BPC for all the text files, the results can be summarized as follows:
1. The average BPC using original Bzip2 is 2.28, and using Bzip2 with LIPT gives average BPC of 2.16, a 5.24% improvement (Table 1) .
2. The average BPC using original PPMD (order 5) is 2.14, and using PPMD with LIPT gives average BPC of 2.04, and overall improvement of 4.46% (Table   The average BPC using original Gzip-9 is 2.71, and using Gzip-9 with LIPT the average BPC is 2.52, a 6.78% improvement (Table 3) .
The difference between average BPC for Bzip2 with LIPT (2.16) and original PPMD (2.13 84) is only around 0.02 bits i.e. average BPC for Bzip2 with LIPT is only around 1% more than the original PPMD. This observation is important as it contributes towards the efforts being made by different researchers to obtain 2).
3.
PPMD BPC performance with a faster compressor. From the data given in Section 8 of this paper, it can be seen that Bzip2 with LIPT is much faster than the original PPMD. (Note that although Bzip2 with LIPT gives lower BPC than the original Bzip2, the former is much slower than the later as discussed in Section 8 on Time Performance in this paper). The files in Table 1 , 2, and 3 are listed in ascending order of file size. Note that for normal text files, the BPC decreases as the file size increases. This can clearly be seen from the Table 1 , 2, and 3 especially part (c) of every table that has three text files from Project Gutenberg. We focused our attention on improving the performance using LIPT over Bzip2 (which uses BWT),Gzip and PPM algorithms because Bzip2 and PPM these outperform other compression methods and Gzip is commercially available and commonly used. Of these, BWT based approach has proved to be the most efficient and a number of efforts have been made to improve its efficiency. [7] has given a new implementation of PPM* with the complexity of BWT. A compression performance (in terms of BPC) of our proposed transform with the results of these efforts is given in Table 4 and 5.
From Table 4 and 5, it can be seen that LIPT shows better BPC for most of the files and it has better average BPC than all the other methods cited. The data in Table 4 and 5 has been taken from the references given in the respective columns. 
Comparison with word-based Huffman algorithm
As discussed in Section 1, LIPT has schematic similarity with word-based Huffman because both use static dictionary and both are word-based. Therefore we were motivated to compare these two approaches. Huffman and LIPT both sort the dictionary according to frequency of usage of words. Canonical Huffman [20] assigns a variable address to the input word, building a tree of locations of words in the dictionary and assigning 0 or 1 to each branch of the path. So to encode a word, it traverses this bit tree and outputs the bits on the path leading to the word. LIPT also assigns variable addresses to the words using variable offset characters (last three characters in LIPT) but it also exploits the structural information of the input text by including the length of the word in encoding. LIPT also achieves a pre-compression due to the variable offset scheme. In Huffman, if new text is added, the whole frequency distribution table has to be recomputed as well as the Huffman codes for them. In LIPT the words not in the dictionary are transferred as they are. So when further compression, such as Gzip, BWT, or PPM is performed, the words in the dictionary and not in the dictionary may still have chance to share the local context. The word-based Huffman model is adopted from the approach given in [20] . For LIPT. we extract the alphabetic strings in the text as the dictionary and build the LIPT dictionary accordingly for each file. In contrast to the approach given in [20] , we do not include the words composed of digits and mixture of alphabets and digits as well as other special characters. Comparing the average BPC, the Managing Gigabyte word-based Huffinan model [20] has 2.50 BPC for our test corpus. Bzip2 with LIPT has a BPC of 2.17. The gain is 13.44%.
Qualitative explanation of LIPT performance
In this Section, we attempt to give a qualitative explanation of why LIPT has enhanced the performance of the backend compression algorithms. LlPT introduces frequent occurrences of common characters for BWT and good context for PPM as well as it compresses the original text. Cleary, Teahan, and Witten [6] , and Larsson [I41 have discussed the similarity between PPM and Bzip2. PPM uses a probabilistic model based on the context depth and uses the context information explicitly. On the other hand the frequency of similar patterns and local context affect the performance of BWT implicitly. Fenwick [8] also explains how BWT exploits the structure in the input text. LlPT introduces added structure along with smaller file size leading to better compression after applying Bzip2 or PPMD.
The offset characters in LlPT represent a variablelength encoding similar to Huffinan encoding and produce some initial compression of the text but the difference from Huffinan encoding is significant. The address of the word in the dictionary is generated at the modeling rather than entropy encoding level and LIPT exploits the Poisson like distribution of words in English language based on the length of the words as given in Figure 1 in Section 1. The sequence of letters to denote the address also has some inherent context depending on how many words are in a single group, which also opens another opportunity to be exploited by the backend algorithm at the entropy level.
There are repeated occurrences of words with same length in a usual text file. This factor contributes in introducing good and frequent context and thus higher probability of occurrence of same characters (space, '*', and characters denoting length of words) that enhance the performance of Bzip2 (which uses BWT) and PPM as proved by results given in Section 3 of this paper. LIPT generates encoded file, which is smaller in size than the original text file. This smaller file is fed to the compression algorithm. Because of the small input file fed to the compressor along with a set of artificial but well defined deterministic context, both BWT and PPM can exploit the context information very effectively producing a compressed file that is smaller than the file without using LIPT. In order to verify our conjecture that LIPT may produce effective context information based on the frequent word length recurrence in the text, we made some measurement on order statistics of the PPMD algorithm with and without using LlPT and calculated the effective BPC over context length up to 5. The results are given in Table 6 with respect to a typical file alice29.txt for the purpose of illustration. The data in Table 6 shows that LIPT uses less number of bits for context order 3, 2, and 1 as compared to the original PPMD. The reason for this can be derived from our discussion on frequency of recurrence of length throughout the input text. For instance in alice29.txt there are 6184 words of length 3 and 5357 words of length 4 (there are words of other lengths as well but here we are taking lengths 3 and 4 to illustrate our point). Out of these, 5445 words of length 3 and 4066 words of length 4 are found in our English dictionary. This means that the sequence, space followed by '*c', will be found 5445 times and the sequence, space followed by '*d', will be found 4066 times in the transformed text for alice29.txt using LIPT. There can be any sequence of offset alphabets after 'c' or 'd' but at least these three characters (including space) will be found in this sequence this many times. Here these three characters define a context of length 3. More the occurrence of these sequences in the text, higher will be the probability for context with length 3 and less number of bits will be required to transmit them. Similarly there will be other repeated lengths in the text. Hence more the common sequences of space, '*', followed by the length character, less will be the number of bits required to transmit them. Also more the number of words found in the dictionary more will be the sequence space followed by '*' in the transformed text.
This sequence with two characters defines context of length two and is found in the transformed text very frequently.
We can see from Table 6 that the BPC for context length 2 and 3 is much lower than the rest. Apart from the space, '*', and the length character sequence the offset letters also provide added probability for finding similar contexts. The average BPC for PPMD with LIPT is lower than the average BPC for the original PPMD because the lower BPC for context length 3,2, and 1 in the case of PPMD with LIPT more than compensates for the higher BPC for context length 4 and 5. Furthermore, LIPT achieves a pre-compression at the transformation stage (before actual compression). This is due to the fact that transformation for a word can at the most be of 6 characters (*, length character, three offset characters, and capitalization mask character). So words of length 7 and above are encoded with,fewer characters. Also the words with other lengths can be encoded with fewer characters depending on the frequency of their usage (their offset will have fewer characters in this case). Due to sorting of dictionary according to frequency and length blocking we have been able to achieve reduction in size of the original files in the range of 7% to 20%.
Dictionary organization
To expedite searching, we pre-sort the dictionary lexicographically and use binary search which takes 0 (n log n + M * log n) number of comparisons, where M is number of words tokenized from the input file and n is the dictionary size. So, as M gets larger the performance degrades. We organize the dictionary into two levels. In level 1 we classify the words in dictionary based on the length of the word, and in level 2 we classify it based on first character of the word. By this we confine our search domain to only small blocks of similar words that can expedite the process.
The words in the block are lexicographically sorted. Memory overhead of 1.5KB is incurred to maintain this structure for faster memory operations. When new words are added they are placed at the end of respective blocks in the dictionary. This preserves the prior dictionary word-transform mapping, and scalability is provided.
Motgi and Mukherjee [16] give details of handling of update in dictionary and dictionary management protocol.
Dictionary overhead
For the following discussion it is important to note that the dictionary is installed with the executable and is not transmitted every time with the encodedfiles. The only other time it is transmitted is when there is an update or new version release. The details for update process are presented in [16]. The size of the dictionary is 0.5MB (uncompressed) and 197KB when compressed with Bzip2. In order to quantify the overhead, assume that the uncompressed size of the data to be transmitted is F and the uncompressed dictionary size is D. Then for Bzip2 with LIPT (data taken from Section 3), we can derive: F x 2.16 + D x 2.28 I F x 2.28, which gives F 2 9.5 MB.
This means that to break even the overhead associated with dictionary, transmission of 9.5MB data has to be achieved. So if the normal file size for a transmission is say 1 MB then the dictionary overhead will break even after about 9.5 transmissions. All the transmission above this number contributes towards gain achieved by LIPT. Similarly for PPMD with LIPT, F 2 10.87 MB. With increasing dictionary size, this threshold will go up, but in a scenario where thousands of files are transmitted, the amortized cost will be negligible.
Time performance analysis
These experiments were carried out on 360MHz Ultra Sparc-IIi Sun Microsystems machine housing SunOS 5.7 Generic-1 06541 -04. Average compression time, for our test corpus (given in Section 3), using LIPT with Bzip2 -9, Gzip -9, and PPMD is 79.12% slower, 223% slower and 1.2% faster compared to original Bzip2, Gzip and PPMD respectively. The corresponding results for decompression times are 93.3% slower, 566% slower and 5.9% faster compared to original Bzip2, Gzip and PPMD respectively. Compression using Bzip2 with LIPT is 92% faster and decompression is 98% faster than original PPMD (order 5).
In an ideal channel, the reduction of transmission time is directly proportional to the amount of compression. In a typical Internet scenario with fluctuating bandwidth, congestion and protocols of packet switching, this does not hold true. Since PPMD is very slow, we excluded this from our measurement and conducted experiments on a typical day over the Internet. There is 1.97% improvement in transmission time for Gzip with LIPT over Gzip, and 5.91% improvement in transmission time for Bzip2 with LIPT over Bzip2. Transmission with Bzip2 is 52.23% faster than Gzip without LIPT and 50.83% faster than Gzip with LIPT. Transmission using Bzip2 with LIPT is 63.84% faster than Gzip without LIPT and 62.79% faster than Gzip with LIPT [16].
Conclusion
We have proposed a novel reversible lossless text transform called Length Index Preserving Transform (LIPT). The results show that our approach for building context, by using word length information and denoting the word length and offset by letters of the alphabet has opened up a new path for transforming text and for exploring the structural information in order to improve compression performance. Bzip2 with LIPT shows an improvement of 5.24% over the original Bzip2 -9, PPMD with LIPT shows an improvement of 4.46% over the original PPMD, and Gzip with LIPT shows an improvement of 6.78% over the original Gzip -9. Bzip2 with LIPT shows 13.44% improvement over the wordbased Huffman. Also another important result is that Bzip2 with LIPT has BPC much closer to original PPMD (within 1%) but is much faster in time performance. This observation is important for the efforts going on to achieve the PPM compression performance with higher speed.
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